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By investigating perturbations of classical field theories based on variational principles
we develop a variety of relations of interest in several fields, general relativity, stellar
structure, fluid dynamics, and superfluid theory. The simplest and most familiar variational
principles are those in which the field variations are unconstrained. Working at first in this
context we introduce the Noether operator, a fully cova.riant generalization of the socalled canonical stress energy tensor, and prove its equivalence to the symmetric tensor
Py. By perturbing the Noether operator’s definition we establish our fundamental theorem,
that any two of the following imply the third (a) the fields satisfy their field equations,
(b) the fields are stationary, (c) the total energy of the fields is an extremum against all
perturbations. Conversely, a field theory which violates this theorem cannot be derived
from an unconstrained principle. In particular both Maxwell’s equations for FPV and Euler’s
equations for the perfect fluid have stationary solutions which are not extrema of the total
energy [(a) + (b) + (c)l.
General relativity is a theory which does have an unconstrained variational principle but
the definition of Noether operator is more ambiguous than for other fields. We define a
pseudotensorial operator which includes the Einstein and Landau-Lifschitz
complexes
as special cases and satisfies a certain criterion on the asymptotic behavior. Then our
extremal theorem leads to a proof of the uniqueness of Minkowski space: It is the only
asymptotically flat, stationary, vacuum solution to Einstein’s equations having Iw4 global
topology and a maximal spacelike hypersurface.
We next consider perfect fluid dynamics. The failure of the extremal-energy theorem
elucidates why constraints have always been used in variational principles that lead to
Euler’s equations. We discuss their meaning and give what we consider to be the “minimally
constrained” principle. A discussion of one constraint, “preservation of particle identity,”
from the point of view of path-integral quantum mechanics leads to the conclusion that
it is inapplicable to degenerate Bose fluids, and this gives immediately the well-known
irrotational flow of such fluids. Finally, we develop a restricted extremal theorem for the
case of perfect fluids with self-gravitation, which has the same form as before except that
certain perturbations are forbidden in (c). We show that it is a generalization of the BardeenHartle-Sharp
variational principle for relativistic stellar structure. It may be useful in
constructing nonaxisymmetric stellar models (generalized Dedekind ellipsoids). We also give
the Newtonian versions of the main results here, and we show to what extent the extremal
theorems extend to fields that may not even have a variational principle.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Euler’s equation for the motion

AND SUMMARY

of a compressible perfect fluid,

v,t + (v * VW + (llP)VP

= 0,

(l-1)

may be regarded as the oldest of field theories. Yet in one respect it remains one of the
most puzzling: It has never been possible to derive it from a completely satisfactory
variational principle. This problem has attracted considerable attention in modern
times ([37, 39, 411 and references quoted in the historical appendix to Schmid [33]),
but some important questions remain unanswered. Inasmuch as the entire future
development of a fluid can be predicted and characterized in terms of the five “macroscopic” or “Eulerian” variables {p, p, V}, it is sensible to ask whether one can construct
a variational principle in these five variables, whose Euler-Lagrange equations are
(1.1). All such variational principles known work only by imposing constraint+ on
the variations of the Eulerian variables.
Although the constraints have ready physical interpretations
(one, for instance,
conserves particles) their necessity is not completely clear. One can eliminate them
only at the price of introducing Lagrange multipliers, which then become additional
fields in the theory that are not directly measureable (though perhaps not without
physical interest [31]). How are we to understand the apparent absence of any variational principle in the physical variables which allows their free variation?2 This
question is not merely of academic interest. The possibility of deriving an equation
from an unconstrained variational principle confers on it, among other things, certain
self-adjointness properties that are important for the study of perturbations of its
stationary solutions [12, 171. The theory of small perturbations of stationary solutions
of Euler’s equation and its near relatives is of particular interest in astrophysics
and plasma physics, and an understanding of the constraints is of vital importance
for the full development of that theory.
In fact, the theory of small perturbations raises another, closely related puzzle. By
linearizing in the perturbation one arrives at a linear equation in terms of the variables
{6p, 6p, Sv}: the perturbed version of (1.1). Again, this equation is apparently not
derivable from any variational principle in these variables, but it doesfollow from one
whose basic variable is the (microscopic and hence apparently extraneous) “Lagrangian
displacement” vector 5, which is taken to generate 6p, 6p, and 6~. This variational
1 The word “constraint” for us means a restriction on the freedom to vary the fields in the
Lagrangian, as is discussed further in Section 2.
e One might answer that Euler’s equation is not a “fundamental”
field theory, since it results
from an averaging over microscopic physics, which may conceivably throw away vital information;
but this answer begs the question. What aspect of the discarded information is vital, and why is it
vital? Would a “microscopic” treatment necessarily have an unconstrained variational principle?
In fact, electromagnetism, a “microscopic” theory, also lacks an unconstrained variational principle
in the variables E and B, and we show why in Section 2.
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principle has much in common with the “second variation” of unconstrained Lagrangians, being symmetric and quadratic in [ [23], but it has never, to our knowledge,
been derived directly as the second variation of anything. (For an indirect derivation
see Schutz [35].) The Hamiltonian associated with it must be closely related to the
second-order
change in the energy of a stationary solution [36], but again this
Hamiltonian cannot be expressed in terms of {Sp, 6p, 6~) alone.3 This is particularly
puzzling, since one knows that the energy of a fluid is a function only of p, !,, and v,
so in some sense one expects this also to be true of its second-order changes.
It therefore seems to us that a close examination of the nature of the constraints
on fluid variational principles is appropriate. In this paper we examine only first-order
changes in functionals associated with the fluid; this proves to be the key to understanding the role of the constraints.
We shall postpone considering second-order
changes to a subsequent paper, because we have found that the theory of the first-order
changes proves to be rich and fruitful.
Because of the variety and interconnectedness of the results we obtain, we shall now
give, instead of the usual preview, a short summary of the major features of each
section.
(b) Plan and Summary
Section 2. We begin with an examination of variational principles M’~T/IOU~constraints, and we assemble some powerful results that apply to any such field theory.
The first question that arises is how to define energy. The convenient definition from
the point of view of variational principles uses the so-called canonical stress-energy
tensor (defined via Noether’s theorem), but this has a number of well-known
drawbacks. We introduce instead the “Noether operator,” which is a completely cwariant
generalization
of the coordinate-dependent
canonical tensor, but which is still
“canonical”
in that its definition does not involve the metric tensor. We show
in a
simple way that the Noether operator always gives the same total energy. or other
conserved quantity, as does the so-called symmetric tensor that is derived by varying
the Lagrangian with respect to the metric. (This generalizes and simplifies the proofs
of Belinfante [4] Rosenfeld [29].) We then give an equally simple proof of the main
result of this section. The total energy of a stationary field is an extremum against all
perturbations
of the field variables if and only if the fields solve the field equations.
It follows that any physical field whose energy does not have this remarkable extremal
property cannot be derived from an unconstrained variational principle. It ia on this
basis that we understand the constraints in the fluid variational principles. This also
applies to electromagnetism, and gives us a reason for the importance of the (locally)
unmeasureable vector potential.
Section 3. The application of these results to include
the metric
as a dynamical
field involves defining the energy of the gravitational field in general relativity. As is
a One can in fact show that this Hamiltonian is not invariant under the group of transformations
5 and g,t that leaves {6p, 6p,6v) unchanged: this may be called the “particle permutation group”
and is important in Section 4 below.
of
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well known, there is no locally unique way to do this, but we give an energymomentum pseudotensor which includes the Einstein and Landau-Lifshitz
pseudotensors as special cases, and which is constructed to satisfy a physically desirable
condition that it be as insensitive as possible to the asymptotic behavior of the gravitational field. It then follows, since vacuum general relativity possesses an unconstrained
variational principle, that a stationary, asymptotically flat, vacuum solution is an
extremum of the integral mass. Since the only extremum (in a wide class) is flat
spacetime [5], the only stationary vacuum solution (in that class) is Minkowski space.
This rules out such stationary “bound states”: massless geons.
Section 4. Because the energy of a fluid is not an extremum against all changes in
p, S, and v, any variational principle in these Eulerian variables must be constrained.
We identify three physically independent ways of changing a stationary fluid’s
energy, and show that constraints of the standard variational principles are closely
related to them. Our purpose here is heuristic: to understand the constraints and their
unavoidability.
We then give what we consider to be the “minimally
constrained”
variational principle for fluids, in a form specially suited for the further development
in Section 6 below.
Section 5. One of the fluid constraints can be interpreted as demanding distinguishability of the fluid’s particles. Such a condition is inappropriate for a degenerate Bose
fluid, but by using path-integral ideas we show that merely dropping this constraint
gives a variational principle which correctly describes superfluid flow.
Section 6. Extremal theorems analogous to those of Section 2 are proved for the
perfect fluid, taking into account the constraints. This yields explicit formulas for the
way in which the total energy does change for those perturbations against which it is
not an extremum, and also gives the result that a stationary metric and fluid are a
solution of Einstein’s equations if and only if their total energy is an extremum against
a certain wide class of perturbations. This generalizes the Bardeen [2] variational
principle to arbitrary stationary configurations (i.e., not necessarily axially symmetric).
These results are, in fact, valid in a certain form for any fields which may be the source
of the metric in general relativity, regardless of whether or not they are derivable
from a variational principle of any sort.
Appendix. We examine more closely the relations between the perfect fluid’s
“minimally constrained” variational principle of Section 4 and certain unconstrained
variational principles in unphysical variables.
(c) Notation and Conventions

Throughout the paper we keep to a relativistic point of view, except in certain
places where the physical discussion is most easily phrased in Galilean terms. In
Section 6, however, we also give the Newtonian versions of our general-relativistic
theorems, because these are of interest in astrophysics. Our conventions follow
Misner el al. [24]: signature +2, Greek indices running from 0 to 3, Latin from 1 to 3.
We shall follow the usual convention of using Gothic letters to denote tensor
densities.
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In order to show that constraints are necessaryin variational principles for perfect
fluids, and to develop the techniques we will use to derive the extremal results for
perfect fluids. we must first study principles without constraints. The word “constraint”
has several usagesin field theories derivable from Lagrangians. In theories with gauge
groups it is often applied to the nondynamical field equations (for example, Coulomb’s
equation in electromagnetism), since they constrain the freedom to set initial data.
“Constraint” has also been applied by Anderson and Bergman [I] to those equations
which give algebraic relations among the momenta of degenerate field theories (of
which gauge theories are a class). Neither of these meanings is intended here. since
both above types of equations can usually be derived from Lagrangians by unconstrained variations. Here we are interested in constraints on the aariutions of the
Lagrangian. Some such constraints, sometimescalled integrable or holonomic, can be
eliminated by adding the constraint equation times a Lagrange multiplier to the
Lagrangian and varying everything, including the multiplier. freely. This new principle is unconstrained in our sense(but at the cost of introducing extra variables, which
may not be physically measurable). There are other principles in which the constraints
cannot be removed so easily; of these there is at present only a meager understanding.
Each constrained Lagrangian must be studied separately, as we do for the perfect
iluid later. The unconstrained principles, on the other hand, can be discussed in
complete generality.
(a) Dyfiniriorl of the Canonical Conserced Quantities
Consider an action
(2.1)
defined as the integral over the spacetime region X of a Lagrangian 2 which is a
functional of field variables Q. 2 may be only the Lagrangian for matter” or it may
include the (general relativistic) terms needed to bring in the metric as a dynamical
field. In all casesactually arising 2 = e(Q, ?,Q, a,,Q) will depend at worst on second
derivatives of the field variables, but we leave it in general form since writing out
precise dependences on a,Q and Z,,“Q would only complicate things. Notice that
Q comprises UNthe variables on which 2 depends, including, if it occurs. the metric
‘YLLVWC will write q for the variables exclusive of g,, , which we assumeto be a collection of tensors and tensor densities. Thus, we exclude spinors entirely from our
discussion.
(See [40] for spinors.) We treat 2 as a density.
Let the action undergo a deformation variation 6, in which the variation “in place”
of the tield variables is (‘minus) the Lie derivatives

fQ=

-$Q,

(2.2)

GThe term “matter” can refer to any field but the metric itself.
5 The Lie derivative of a tensor with respect to 5 is simply the coordinate-free generalization of
the partial derivative along 5. It is that tensor whose components, in a coordinate systems in which
P
const., equal the derivatives &‘a,, of the original tensor’s components. See [I51 or [24].
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and at the same time the boundary, ZX, of the region of integration is dragged by the
vector field 4. If we consider first a .$ vanishing in the neighborhood of XX, then
S,Q will also vanish near XX, so that (according to the definition of “variational
derivative”) the variation of the action will be
SS = s, (Si?/SQ) cj Q d4x.

Here sf?/sQ, the variational
62
-1

SQ

(2.3)

derivative of !& can be made explicit as
ai!
_-

aQ

-.fz+ aqo
” WLQ)

wv

..*.

(Note that in (2.3) there is implied a contraction of indices and a sum over the distinct
fields involved in Q.)
If we now drop the restriction on .$there will appear in (2.3) a second term associated
with the boundary of X

where dou is the outwardly directed surface element (not including the “Jacobian”
1g 11/2since ZUy is already a density). We call SF‘, , which, as indicated by the dot in
Eq. (2.4), is ii general a differential operator on rV, a Noether operator associated to 2.
It is not quite unique since adding to zuV . 5y any term of the form

with

leaves unchanged the surface integral in (2.4).
Let us illustrate these definitions when, as is usual, L! = 9(Q, a,Q). Then

But

whence
P-6)
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%‘iv = i?&, - (&!/h(a,Q))
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(3.7)

zi,Q

is the familiar “canonical stress-energy tensor.” We can extend this definition
y,, to higher-order Lagrangians by maintaining the relation?
9 = constant

3 5”” . e = $lL,e.

of

(2.8)

It is clear from the manner in which it was derived that (provided that 2 is a scalar
density) yV is a tensor-density
operator (i.e., zuV . e is a vector density for any
differentiable vector field e). On the other hand, the “canonical tensor” is only a
pseudotensor,
since it transforms
as a tensor only under the restricted group of
coordinate transformations
that leave e with constant components. The familiar
complaints against the canonical tensor, that it is not a true tensor, and that (because
it is not always symmetric) it is unsuitable for defining angular momentum, do not
apply to the Noether operator, which can be used to define a “canonical”
expression
for any conserved quantity, as we shall show.
Using the definition (2.8) and the basic relation (2.4) it is easy to understand why
$“y is conserved. Suppose that L3is a scalar density, or at least behaves like one under
constant translations .$@,and that the equations of motion, %?/SQ = 0, hold. Then
setting 5“ = (a = const in (2.4), both the L.H.S. and the first term on the R.H.S.
0

vanish. Choosing 3.Zto be bounded by two spacelike hypersurfaces sI,
“cylindrical” surface, S, at spatial infinity, we obtain

flZ and a

(2.9)
If F“” falls off rapidly enough at spatial infinity then (2.9) just expressesthe conservation of the canonical energy-momentum vector. More generally we seethat

will be conserved (given the equations of motion for 2) whenever the
invariant under 6 and no trouble occurs at spatial infinity.
Finally we emphasize that according to (2.5) there can be many Noether
for a given Lagrangian. The results of this paragraph will apply for any
Y$““. In Section 3 we settle on a particular choice for the gravitational

action is
operators
choice of
Noether

operator but for that of matter the defining Eq. (2.4) is all we will ever need.
fi A change(2.5)in the Noetheroperatorwill addto the “canonicaltensor” the divergenceii,g@s,
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(b) Equivalence of the Canonical and Covariant Stress-Energy Tensorsfor Matter
Both the Noether
(density)

operator for matter, T”“,

and the “symmetric”

stress tensor

5”” = 2(si?m/sgu”)

(2.11)

are defined in terms of variations of the matter Lagrangian T& . It is often asserted’
that y” and 2~” give the same total energy-momentum. Using our definitions we can
establish in a very general context the equivalence (X being a hypersurface which is
asymptotically flat and spacelike*)

With appropriate choices of .$ this produces equality not only for energy and momentum but for angular-momentum
as well. In this subsection f? will mean 5Zmsttar
only, while Q = {q, g,“} are, as always, all the variables on which !Z depends.
THEOREM2.1. Assume that !2 = Latter
motion for matter hold

is a scalar density. If the equations of

sf?/sq = 0
thenfor any vector field 5 and any spacetime region X,

Proof. Breaking
(2.12), we obtain

Q into its gravitational

and matter parts, and using (2.11) and

(SVSQ) Q Q = WV f g,,, + @Q/W f q
= -P”

V&J” - (6f?/6q) f q.

Also, i S = 0 since B is a scalar (density), so that (2.4) becomes, after an integration
by parts
$a, ($

. p - P&)

du,, = s, [$$

f q - (vu=‘“) cv] d4x.

(2.14)

’ To our knowledge the nearest thing to a published proof is represented by Eqs. (20) and (1 I) of
Rosenfeld [29] from which one could derive, in the case where I? is of the form B(Q, a,Q), that
ZP, and ?P differ by a divergence.
c
8 We can call such a hypersurface “asymptotically regular.” Later on, in dealing with gravity we
will have to strengthen the regularity conditions considerably.
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Since %i?/Sq = 0 by hypothesis, and since e is arbitrary
sides of (2.14) must vanish separately. This means

everywhere

on X, the two

v I(5”” = 0
(the usual deduction

from %?/Sq = 0) and also establishes the theorem.

(2.15)
0

It remains to argue from (2.13) to (2.12). For simplicity assume that the matter is
restricted to a compact spatial region. (This is just a convenience except for zero restmass fields, for which one must examine convergence at spatial infinity in somewhat
more detail. We look at this briefly in Section 3.) In (2.13) let X be the region between
two asymptotically regular hypersurfaces X and X’ and let JV be a compact set which
excludes X” but includes (in its interior) the intersection of the matter with X
(Fig. 1). By choosing [ = 0 outside .N but otherwise arbitrarily,
(2.13) becomes
(2.12) since the latter involves t only within JV. p1
MATTER

FIG. 1. Spacetime
diagramof the regionincludingthe spacelike
hypersurfaces
9 and X’. The
matter betweenthe hypersurfaces
is confinedto a region of compactsupport,its boundarybeing
indiated by the solidtimelikelines.The vector field e vanishesoutsideA’ in the discussion
at the
endof Section2b, whilein the proof of Theorem2.2 the perturbationSQvanishesoutside,I’.

Cc> Extremum Principle for the Totai Energy
Consider a point-mass moving in a potential well. In this familiar problem of classical mechanics the only static solutions have the particIe resting at a position of zero
slope. And in such a situation not only the potential, but also the total energy is a11
extremum; for since the particle is at rest, any variation of its velocity affects the
kinetic energy only to second order. In other words, a configuration which is (a)
stationary, and (b) a solution of the equation of motion must also be (c) an extremslm
of the total energy.
This relation is part of a more general one: of the three conditions (a), (b), (c), any
pair implies the third. The reader can easily convince herself or himself of this by
thinking through the other two implications.
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In the present section we generalize this simple relation to any field theory based on
an unconstrained variational principle. On this generalization will rest our explanation
of why there is no perfect-fluid action principle based on unconstrained variation of
Eulerian variables.
In contrast to the notation of the last subsection let L! now be the total Lagrangian
for some system of fields (including therefore guy) and suppose that & is a deformation
which leaves the action unchanged. (If B is a true scalar density then any 5 will do,
but one might want to use for gravity the Einstein “first-order” Lagrangian, which is
only an affine density. Then, if gravity were involved, P would have to be linear in the
coordinates.)
According to (2.2) and (2.4) we have for such a 5, and for any region X,
(2.16)
where we have put for short
@ = S!Z/SQ,

(2.17)

the vanishing of which constitutes the equations of motion
equations.
Now vary Q arbitrarily without changing .$ or X

or “Euler-Lagrange”

Using this identity we will prove
THEOREM 2.2. Let Jl be the Lagrangian for an unconstrained variational principle.
Let 5L(be a vector jield for which f S = 0 and dejne for any hypersurface A?‘,

as the total associatedLL&momentum.” Then of the following conditions any two imply
the thirds:

(a)

Q is stationary with respect to 5: f Q = 0,

(b)

Q is a solution: &!/8Q

=

0 wherever

[ #

0,

(c) For any asymptotically regular hypersurface X,
against all variations 8Q of compact spacetime support.
Proof.

(a) + (b) 3 (c). In (2.18) the L.H.S.
f ax

9 There is also a very mild “generality”

P[t, ~4’1 is an extremum

vanishes by hypothesis. Therefore

SZ$ - 5yduU = 0.
assumption in the proof that (b) + (c) =+ (a).
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Let SQ be of compact support, but otherwise still arbitrary. Then we can, as in Fig. 1,
choose X as the region between Z and a second hypersurface 2’ lying away from the
support of SQ. Equation (2.20) reduces to condition (c)
6 P[5‘, Gq = 0.

(2.21)

(b) f (c) =:- (a). We claim that (c) implies the vanishing of the R.H.S. of (2.18)
for all regions X. For by choosing Z’, A“” as shown in Fig. 2, we can arrange that the
R.H.S. of (2.18) is just

hoth of which vanish by (c). Using (b) we get (since X is arbitrary)
SWQ=O

for all SQ.

Except in very special cases80: will be a general variation and we conclude 5 Q = 0.
(c) + (a) --i (b). Now we get from (2.18) (arguing as before for (c))
J*

C$SQ=O

VX, VSQ.

Since X is arbitrary, the integrand vanishesfor any SQ. and since $ preservesthe generality of SQ where 5 f 0, C5= 0 there. n

FIG. 2. The hypersurfaces
3’ and 2” coincideoutsidethe region X. Sincethe only regularity
conditionson X and3” are asymptotic(at spatialinfinity), X is arbitrary.
What is the meaning of P[[, A“]? When 5 is a killing vector of the background
metric g,, and P, is formed from the matter Lagrangian alone then P[[, %] is just
iv
the conserved quantity associatedwith the symmetry generated by t. More generally,
if! as in Section 3 below, g,, is included as a dynamical field by adding an appropriate
term to I! then the &momentum will still have physical senseif spacetime is asymptotically flat and f becomes a killing vector at spatial infinity. In particular, when
[a = cons& P[f, %‘I just gives (a component of) the total four-momentum, as discussedin detail in Section 3.
(d) A Simple Application to the Eiectromagnetic Field
Our main concern in this paper is with the theory of the perfect fluid, which we treat
in Sections 4-6. We pause here, however, to point out an interesting consequenceof
the theorem just proved.
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COROLLARY 2.3. There exists no unconstrained variational principle for Maxwell’s
equations in which thejield variable is the electromagnetic tensor FUV(equivalently, the
electric and magneticJields, E and B).

Proof. We know (from experiment) that the energy of a stationary electromagnetic
field is J(E2 + B2)/Sn d3x. But as this is obviously not an extremum against all
possible changes in E and B of compact support, there cannot be an unconstrained
variational principle in E and B from which Maxwell’s equations can be deduced. 0

There are two ways to construct a variational principle for Maxwell’s equations
consistent with this corollary, and both are well known. The first is to constrain the
variations: one uses Feybut demands that 6 FrUy,y~= 0. The second way is to introduce
the vector potential as the field variable, which permits an unconstrained variational
principle in a (classically) unmeasureable potential. This gives an interesting reason
for the necessity of using “unphysical” potentials in classical field theories.lO In
Section 4 we will prove in the same manner that no unconstrained variational principle in “physical” variables exists for the perfect fluid.
3. ON THE INCLUSION OF THE METRIC

AS A DYNAMICAL

FIELD

In this rather technical section we want to show that the long-range character of
gravity does not invalidate the conclusions set forth above. In other words, the
inclusion of the metric as a dynamical field will not violate the proviso that things be
“OK at spatial infinity.” In particular, we will be able to free the variations contemplated in Theorem 2.2 from the restriction that they be of compact support. We also
clarify a subtle distinction between the total mass as we define it, and the mass which
appears “at infinity” as a parameter in the Schwarzschild metric.
In the final subsection we combine the work of Section 2c with a result of Brill
and Deser to rule out the existence of “bound states” of the gravitational field.
a. A Noether Operator for Gravity

Because gravity, like electromagnetism, is a long-range field, various surface terms
(at spatial infinity) that were discarded in the above work might, in principle, cause
trouble. In fact, since the neglected terms often look like &I# where q3 is the
appropriate potential (g,, or A,), the danger is even greater for gravity than with
electromagnetism.
For one usually assumes that A,, + 0 at infinity, but such an
assumption about g,, is inconsistent with asymptotic flatness. Therefore the gag
term falls off only like l/r2 where AaA would fall off like l/r3. (One can therefore
anticipate that any regularity conditions we verify for gravity will be true a fortiori
for any other null field.)
All this has the effect that not all naturally arising choices for the gravitational
Noether operator (Section 2a) are equivalent in the sense of Eq. (2.12). They yield
lo In Section 5 we tentatively distinguish between “essential” and “inessential”
this terminology the electromagnetic constraint would be. inessential.

constraints. In
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different values for the total mass, and especially for the total angular momentum.
We do not propose to discuss this in any more detail, but only to present a choice
for the gravitational $: which will allow us, when dealing with the total mass. to
include terms for the dynamical metric in ti without
tion 2.
As the Lagrangian for gravity we use

invalidating

the results of Sec-

(1/16n)(--g)‘l’LR

13.1)

where R is the curvature scalar. Carrying out the variation as in Section 2a &es
SRIGg,, = -GUY

(3.2)

iwhere 6R/6g,,. ~1:( I/ -g)l12(6( ( -g)1/2R)/6g,,,)) so that, according to (2.4).

But since R is a scalar which depends on g,, alone, 8s = 0 and (3.3) becomes
c
q

An integration by parts, together with the identity YU GUV 0, then shnv+sthat. as
suggestedby Lorentz.ll

would be a possible definition.
Such a choice suffers from two drawbacks. First II’! would include terms linear in
2’
the second derivatives. gUV,oll;l,
whereas for the next section we would like it to be ;I
quadratic form in the first derivatives, g,,,, . Second and more seriously. the total
mass (matter -- metric) would vanish for any solution of the Einstein equations.

as is obvious from (3.5) and (2.12) for matter. By taking advantage of the ambiguity
(2.5) in Z$ we can solve both theseproblems by adding an appropriate (nonco\ ariant !)
divergence to (3.5).
Accordingly we define the gravitational Noether operator by

where
/pY”EE img)( gungv6_ gYagu6).
I1An excellentreviewof previouswork on conservationlawsis given by Trautman[45]

(3.8)
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It is a straightforward if tedious matter to verify that all the second derivatives ofg,,
cancel from this expression. Furthermore, when 5y = constant it becomes the socalled Einstein pseudotensor [45] whereas when 6” = (const) ( -g)l12 it plainly reduces
to the Landau-Lifschitz
expression [18, Section 1001. Because the second-order
terms cancel from (3.7) one sees that both the Einstein and Landau Lifshitz expressions
will be quadratic in the g,,,,, .
We should emphasize that (3.7), unlike the Noether operator for matter, is not
generally covariant. By adding a different divergence to (3.5) one calz make a covariant
operator [16] but this is of second differential order in g,, . The virtue of our choice
is its relative insensitivity, as shown in Lemma 3.1, to the precise manner in which @‘
becomes constant, and the coordinate system becomes Galilean, at spatial infinity
(the condition on the coordinate system in addition to that on .$ being needed here
because zF_ P is now only a pseudovector density). Notice also that because the
coordinate dependent term in (3.7) is a divergence, it never need be evaluated, in
evaluating P[<, &] say, except as r -+ co. The lack of covariance is thus not as much
of a drawback as it might otherwise seem.
(b) Relation of the &Momentum
Until

to the Total Mass

now we have been using ZZ$for the Noether

operator of any Lagrangian.

Henceforth we have to distinguish the gravitational from the matter terms. We adopt
the convention that upper case letters,
p
and
sz
refer to matter alone, while;;
(3.8). The &momentum

will be the gravitational

operator defined in (3.7) and

of the total Noether operator is thus

Suppose the field equations for matter are fulfilled and .$“ = const. Then according
to (2.12) we can replace 5: by 2: , while t$ becomes the Einstein pseudotensor. Thus
P is what is usually identified as (the &component of) the total four-momentum of the
system. In particular if 6“ = St then P[[, Z] is the total mass, M.
If the field equations for the metric (i.e., the Einstein equations) are fulfilled as well,
M will express itself in the asymptotic behaviour of g,,; for substituting for $ from
(3.7) and using (3.6), we find
P[f, H] = (l/1677) s, a,(h~““E,B~,l(--9)1’2).
By (3.8) the expression in parenthesis is skew in p and 01and therefore converts into an
integral on %P, i.e., at spatial infinity. It is easy to check that when (1) g,, is asymptotically Schwarzschild (in rectangular coordinates), (2) .$” approaches S; , and (3) 2 is
the surface t = 0, then this integral is just M.
On the other hand, the expression (3.9) makes sense whether or not any field equa-
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tions are satisfied. Not only does this enable us to
initial-value constraints, but we claim that, expressed
of gravitational
radiation at spatial infinity, also
behaviour of the metric. We put this more precisely

define M independently of any
in this way, M is, in the absence
independent of the asymptotic
as

LEMMA
3. I. Let s,,~ mu=
vuv $- h,,, . where rluy is the Minkowski
coordinates. arul suppose that. as r -+ YJ,

(9 IL,
( ii) ?,h,,

I5
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metric in Cartesian

is O(r-(CILC)/Zf),
is O(r-(f3 I Cl/Z)),

where E is some positiue constant. Let guy == q,,” -t h,, be any other asymptotic behaz?ior
honoring (i) and (ii). Let Z be any integral of the form indicated symbolicall!, bj,

I ---. ^ a1 ?I7 d3.u.
J

(3.1 I)

Then the asymptotic behavior of g,, can be changed to that of g,,,, with an arhifrari/jt
small change qf’l. In particular Z itself conuerges as r --f z.
Remark.
This is an appropriate place to make more precise our notion of
asymptotic regularity. An asymptotically
regular pair (YE’, 0 satisfies the following.
(a) S is a three-manifold without boundary and with a single asymptotic region in
which it becomes flat and spacelike. (b) In some spacetime neighborhood
of its
asymptotic region there exist coordinates such that (i) and (ii) of the lemma hold.
(c) Where applicable, the vector field p becomes constant as r + co. These requirements suffice for treating four-momentum;
still stronger ones are needed for angular
momentum. We hope to discuss angular momentum more fully in a future paper.
However, all theorems of the present paper in which we do not make the restriction
to translational
killing vectors explicit will apply as well to angular momentum,
provided one makes the correct choice of Noether operator and the correct definition
of “asymptotic
regularity.”
ProoJ: Let R be a fixed radius, and “patch“
replacing g with the mixture
t&+(1

g to d in the region R i I.

-t>kw,

2R bv_
(3.12)

where 0 -< 1 -.I 1 and t = t(‘r) = I for r < R, 0 for r > 2R. (For definiteness we use
t = f(‘r/R) where f(x) is any smooth function which vanishes for x > 2 and
I for
x -C 1.) Then 1 acquires an addition consisting of three types of terms, which we can
indicate symbolically by
Z” =- J iv iit A 11,

z1=--st arhbh,
z2= s t t ah ah.
We claim that all three vanish as R -+ CO.
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In fact we clearly can arrange that

I a,$ I = I (-Q)i4d.)l

G 2/R.

Then by (i), (ii) there is some constant C such that

16C
< 2 _ ER--E,
1fl ~ < c

Since E and C are constants, I-t

1 . -2 r-2-cr2 dr
R

0 as R + co.

0

COROLLARY 3.2. Any solution of the jield equations without gravitational radiation
at spatial injinity can be given the asymptotic behavior of any other stlch solution without
changing the gravitational energy, P[[, s?], by more than an arbitrarily small amount.

Proof.

According to (3.9) the gravitational

energy is

where Z? is asymptotically flat and spacelike and p -+ Sg in asymptotically
coordinates. With our choice of,fz this is of the form (3.11). In particular

galilean
if 5y is a

timelike killing vector and 5y = 8; then the term in ZJ,~, = a,g,, in formula (3.7) is
of this form.
The assumption about gravitational radiation means (see e.g. [24], Eq. (19.3))
that (i) and (ii) of the lemma will hold with E = 1, if the coordinates are chosen
appropriately.
0
COROLLARY 3.3. In Theorem 2.2 supposethat X and 5 are asymptotically regular.
Rather than the restriction to compact support in (c) of that theorem one needsonly that
any variation preserve the conditions (i) and [ii) of Lemma 3.1.
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Prooj: Only the implication
(a) + (b) * (c) has been strengthened. But by the
proof of the first corollary, any variation of the more general sort is (to within an
arbitrarily small difference) equivalent in its effect on M to one of compact support. El

This corrolary is important to us because any variation which relates two solutions
will in general change the asymptotic behavior of the metric. Therefore Theorem 2.2
in its original form would not apply to most systems of astrophysical interest.
Because of the importance of “asymptotic patching” (Lemma 3.1) we wish to
give a physical argument which suggests that any reasonable choice of t; must be
N
sufficiently insensitive to the asymptotic behavior of the metric to permit such patching. Consider two solutions to Einstein’s equations. The first is arbitrary except that it
be asymptotically flat, and free of matter and gravitational radiation outside some
radius R. Then its total mass is the integral
(3.14)
and this mass is reflected in the asymptotic behavior of the metric outside R. The
second system is identical to the first except that a small amount of matter with negligible self-gravitation has been added at some radius R’ > R (so that its “gravitational
potential energy” in the field of the rest of the system is also negligible). Then the
matter tensor is 2:) and because there is no self-gravitation a reasonable definition of
the total mass should give an extra mass in the second system of

Tf we call the gravitational
from (3.15) and (3.9)

Noether operator for the second system t:“, then we have

On the other hand, the metric tensor of the second system has a different asymptotic
behavior from that of the first, changing in some smooth way between R and R’ in
order to reflect the added mass. Then Eq. (3.16) expresses the requirement that the
Noether operator be insensitive to this change. (ObviousIy the change must be suitably
smooth. Gravitational waves between R and R’ should change the gravitational part
of the total mass.) This insensitivity can be interpreted, as we have just shown, as a
requirement that the definition of the total mass in (3.14) be “normalized” to the definition used for nongravitational fields.
(c) Application

qf Theorem 2.2 to Empty Space

THEOREM 3.4. Any stationary12 solution to the Einstein cacuumfield equations is an
extremum of the integral mass.

I2 Our term “stationary” in what Carter [S] refers to as” “pseudostationary”:
timelike at infinity but may be spacelike elsewhere.

the Killing

vector is
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Proof. By assumption there is an asymptotically timelike killing vector p, which
rules out gravitational radiation. Then applying Theorem 2.2 as extended by Corollary
3.3 shows that g,, extremizes M = P[[, X] compared, in particular, to any nearby
solution gLy. 0
COROLLARY3.5. The only asymptotically Jlat, stationary vacuum solution having a
maximal spacelike hypersurface with R3 topology is Minkowski spacetime.
Proof. Brill and Deser [5] have shown that the only extremum of the total mass
which is asymptotically flat and entirely vacuum, and which has the assumed hypersurface is Minkowski spacetime. Since our definition of the mass agrees with the one
they used when g,, is a solution, Theorem 3.4 applies. 0

We know of two other ways of obtaining a similar result about the uniqueness of
Minkowski space. The first consists of combining the proof of Serini [38], discussed
in Pauli [27]) that Minkowski space is the only static vacuum spacetime having R4
topology, with the Lichnerowicz theorem [20, 211 that a strictly stationary vacuum
spacetime with lR4 topology is static. This is alm&t identical to our Corollary 3.5,
except that our condition that the spacetime admit a maximal spacelike slice is replaced
by the condition that it be strictly stationary (timelike Killing vector everywhere). It
may be that these two conditions are closely related. It may prove possible to show that
all strictly stationary spacetimes do, in fact, have a maximal spacelike hypersurface.13
Conversely, if it happens that spacetimes having ergoregions do not have maximal
spacelike hypersurfaces, then it may still be possible to construct stationary geons.
The second method of proof uses the recent theorem of 0 Murchadha [25] that
every stationary spacetime having a spacelike maximal slice with lR3 topology and
whose source obeys the strong energy condition has positive mass. In the vacuum
case a stationary metric must have zero mass [18] and one can use this to show that
the metric is therefore static. This in turn, through the field equations, implies that the
whole spacetime is flat. The interesting feature of this approach is that it is a variant of
the Lichnerowicz theorem, showing that stationarity plus maximality implies staticity.
This is further evidence of the close relationship of maximality and strict stationarity.

4. VARIATIONAL

PRINCIPLES FOR PERFECT FLUIDS

(a) Absence of an Unconstrained Variational Principle

A perfect fluid is defined to be a fluid with isotropic pressure, no viscosity, and (in
relativity) no heat conduction. I4 At each event it is characterized by its four-velocity
U* and the following scalars, all measured in a local Lorentz frame moving with the
Is Cantor et al. [7] have shown that possession of a maximal hypersurface is a property of a spacetime stable against small perturbations.
l
I4 For a thorough discussion of fluids in relativity the reader may consult Thorne [43].
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fluid at that event: the density of total mass-energy, p; the number density of conserved
particles, n; the pressure, p; the specific entropy, S; the temperature,
T; and the
relativistic enthalpy, p = (p + p)/n. Only two of these scalars are independent [I 11:
Once an equation of state, such as p = p(n, S), is given, all other variables are derivable from it by the familiar rules of thermodynamics.
The fluid therefore has five
independent macroscopic variables: two parameters of the equation of state and three
components of the four-velocity.
Four dynamical equations among them are
=i”,TO, = 0,

(4.1)

where
T”, = pnU”U,

+ ~6”,~ .

A fifth equation is required to make the system well determined,
conservation of particles or of entropy
V,(nU~) = 0

or

(4.2)
and it can be either

(,Pq?i,s== 0.

(4.3)

Either one of (4.3) plus (4.1) implies the other of (4.3) [see Eq. (4.16)].
The Newtonian limit of the spatial part of (4.1) is
avjat + (v . V)v $ V@ + p-‘Vp = 0,

(4.4)

where v is the three-velocity, and @ the Newtonian gravitational field. This is the
familiar Euler equation.
Equations (4.1) and (4.3) form a self-consistent field theory describing the fluid in
terms of five macroscopic or “Eulerian” field variables. The validity of these equations
can be established by deriving them as averages over the (microscopic) equations of
motion of the individual particles in the field. Having obtained them in this way one
can ask if they can be derived from an unconstrained variational principle in the
Eulerian variables. The answer, by reasoning familiar from the final paragraph of
Section 2, is no.
THEOREM
4.1. There doesnot exist any action principle for Euler’s equation which is
basedon the free variation of the Eulerian variables.

Proof. By Theorem 2.2, if there were such a principle then any stationary state of
the fluid (in which all the Eulerian variables were time- independent) would represent
an extremum of the total energy. One can give three distinct counterexamples to this.
(a) The energy of an isolated fluid at rest can be changed to first order by adding
heat (entropy).
(b) The energy of such a fluid can be changed to first order by adding a particle.
(c) The energy of a uniformly flowing fluid (such as a rotating star) can be
changed to first order by increasing its velocity in the direction of the original flow. c!
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As in electromagnetism, the only way to construct an unconstrained variational
principle is to introduce potentials, some of which in the fluid case, must be nonstationary even for stationary states. This is the fundamental reason for the usefulness
of such potentials in the formulations of van Dantzig [46], Eckart [lo], Seliger and
Whitham [37], Schmid [31] (and references therein), and Schutz [34]. (For an explicit
example of the nonstationary potentials for the stationary, rotating star see Schutz
[35, 361. Although the nonstationary potentials can have physical interest (see S&mid
[31] for the remarkable example of the thermasy, a potential which is defined in our
Appendix), it seems to us that in many situations it is preferable from a physical
point of view to apply the constraints directly. Accordingly, we now discuss the
constraints implied by the three counterexamples; then we shall construct a successful
variational principle in the Eulerian variables that embodies only those constraints.
(b) Discussion

of the Necessary

Constraints

Since counterexample (a) clearly relates to conservation of entropy, we must expect
to constrain the variations to preserve entropy in some rashion. Counterexample (b)
is of course not surprising either: our variations will have to preserve the number of
particles. The meaning of the velocity counterexample (c) is not immediately obvious;
the best way to discover its significance is to ignore it and see what happens.
For the moment, let us consider only “cold” fluids, for which S = 0, in order to
simplify the following discussion as much as possible. We therefore wish to construct
a variational principle whose variations are constrained only to preserve the number of
particles. We shall confine ourselves to the Newtonian problem, again for conceptual
simplicity. As a Lagrangian we adopt

2 = skw2- u(pll),

(4.5)

where u is the fluid’s internal energy density and p0 the matter density. As the constraint
we take

Wtf, + Uw”)l = 0,

(4.6)

guaranteeing no local creation or destruction of particles by the variation. We include
the constraint by using a Lagrange multiplier, that is, by varying p0 freely in the new
Lagrangian
2’ s frpov2 -

U(PlJ+ wtp, + wJ”a

= &,v2 - u(p,,) - p&h - p,#&X + total time-derivative
Throwing away the time-derivative
62’

=

(tuz

-

+ divergence.

and divergence, we find the variation

(du/dpo)

-

a,A

-

uiaih)

sp,

+

pO(ui

-

aih) 6t9.

The velocity variation implies
vi

=

aih

3

w

x

v =

0.

(4.7)
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Y 11(the specific enthalpy),
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we get

Taking the gradient of this, and using (4.7). we find

2,s + Vi(l?$- gz?>-= 0,
which is Euler’s Eq. (4.4) for irrotational flow in the absence of gravity.
So by imposing only conservation of particles as a constraint we have come upon a
variational principle that excludes rotational flow. Since this is too restrictive, the
class of variations we have allowed is too large, and we do need another constraint.
The nature of this constraint becomes apparent if we compare the picture of the fluid
as a macroscopic flow to the picture of its as a microscopic collection of particles. In
Hamilton’s principle the variation is set to zero at the initial and final times. On the
microscopic view this means keeping the initial and final positions of all the particles
fixed (keeping the endpoints of each particle’s world line fixed). But with the constraint
(4.6) the macroscopic variables p0 and v are still the basic variables, and fixing them
at the initial and final times is a weaker constraint than fixing the microscopic positions
of particles. There exists a very large class of variations in the particle positions that
leave the number density unchanged. It is a two-dimensional
subgroup of the group of
infinitesimal spatial“coordinate
transformations,”
which we may call particle permutations. By requiring the action to be an extremum against independent permutations
of the initial and final parts of the world lines we have obtained (4.7) in which we
have clearly lost two degrees of freedom in the velocity field. We may guess, therefore,
that the appropriate additional constraint is to permit only variations that leave
unchanged the initial and final positions of the microscopic particles. In the next
section we will show that this constraint does lead to the correct equations.
This constraint was used by Taub [41] and the appropriate Lagrange-multiplier
form of it was first suggested by C. C. Lin in the 1950s (cf. [28, 39]), apparently with
an interpretation similar to ours. However, we know of no other proof that a variational principle nzust incorporate it. Notice that for a quantum Bose fluid the permutations that we have just discussed are indistinguishable
from the identity transformation. and so in this case it would be appropriate to demand only the constraint (4.6).
This leads immediately to the well-known
irrotational flow of such a fluid, Eq. (4.7).
We discuss this in more detail in Section 5.
(c) The Minimally

Constrained

Variational

Principle

We return to a relativistically invariant notation and to fluids with entropy. The
constraint on the variation of the particles’ world lines can be conveniently introduced
by defining a vector field 511,which moves a world line from its “old” position in
spacetime to its “new” one. Our constraint requires that this vector, which is called
the Lagrangian displacement vector, vanish at the initial and final times. We define
the “Eulerian variation” SQ of any quantity Q to be its variation “in place,” i.e., at
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fixed coordinate values, and the Lagrangian variation d Q to be the variation following
the particle as it is displaced. Their precise relationship is
A=&++
where 5 is the Lie-derivative.

This is discussed more fully in Section 6.15 In our case,

the preservation of entropy constraint is
As = 0.
In order to express the number-conservation
introduce the flux vector-density
ma GEn(-g)W
Conservation

(4.8)
constraint
U”.

most economically,

we
(4.9)

of particles then becomes
AW = 0.

A word on the meaning of (4.10) would be appropriate

(4.10)
here. It can be rewritten as

whose divergence can be shown to be

Similarly,

Eqs. (4.8) and (4.10) show that

The first (second) equation vanishes for all p if and only if @P’ = 0 (W& S = 0)
which is the conservation equation for particles (entropy), in the unvaried system. In
other words we do not need to assume a&W = 0 and 92%&S = 0. We permit, a priori,
sources and sinks in the fluid. Our constraint says only that these are carried along by
e. The variation does not add or remove particles or entropy by itself. In this respect
we impose only what our counterexamples in Theorem 4.1 force on us: our variational
principle is minimally constrained. Our carefulness now in this respect will reward us
when we discuss the extremal properties of the perfect fluid in Section 6.
Now we must choose the appropriate Lagrangian. It is well known that if our fluid
were composed of pressureless “dust,” the appropriate Lagrangian would be minus
the energy density, p(-g) li2. Moreover, if this dust were collisionless with random
velocities, then the macroscopic fluid would have an average kinetic pressure, but the
I6 Of coursein general relativity the distinction betweenSand A is only one of “gauge.” We warn
reader that in Section 6 weshall use 6 in a somewhatmore general sense;but in this part it always
means “change in place.”

the
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Lagrangian would still be the same. This suggests that the Lagrangian
fluid with pressure should still be
2

=

(4.11)

-p(-g)V.

That this reduces to (4.5) in the nonrelativistic
comoving frame we write
p( -g)l/*

of a general

limit can be proved as follows.

In the

d4x = p dV ds = (p,, + u) cJV c/s

where dC’ is the comoving volume element and s is the proper time, and where we have
decomposed p into rest mass and internal energy measured in the comoving frame. In
a frame in which the fluid has velocity L’. the time-coordinate
t’ satisfies
ds = (1 - u~)~P dt’ = (1 - -&c”, dt’ -j- O(L~).
Now, p. dV is the total rest-mass dM, in the element, which is the same in all frames,
and dV c/s C/K’ dt’ is the invariant volume element, where c/V is the three-volume
in the new frame. So in that frame one has
p(‘-g)1/2 d;lx = dM,,(I - @) dt’ $- zi dV’ dt’ +- O(rh).
Since c/M,, dr’ is a constant under the variations,

it can be discarded,

and we find

p( -g)1/8 d:‘x + (II - &pov2) dV’ dt’ + O(z13).
Now to the variations

of 52. We wish to vary
S =- 1 2 dJ-‘.\-

according

to the constrained

G’VP and 222, holding the metric fixed

where round brackets denote symmetrization.
Since @ vanishes on the boundary of the
region, it does not matter whether we use 6 or d inside. For reasons of simplicity we
take
ss = 1 Al! d4.Y.
Since the variation
sion

d holds ‘?JPfixed. it varies II through dgIB according to the expres12 = (‘xYiwg,,/g)‘~“.

where ,q is the determinant

(4.13)

of ,gIB . From this we find
An = -+?q”B Llgxii )

(4.14)
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tensor orthogonal

to CT”,

q”s s gas + U”UB.
By the first law of thermodynamics,

dp = p dn + nf TdS,

(4.15)

we have

Ap = PAn.
Adding to this the identity
A( -g)W

= &( -g)‘/“g”5

Ag,,

we easily find

A(p(-g)1/2)

= -+P(-g)‘/”

Ag,, ,

where T@ is the correct tensor for the perfect fluid, (4.2). This equation of course has
to hold if !G is the correct Lagrangian. What is more, in our case it can be combined
with (4.11) and (4.12) to give
6s = -j

pVaTBa(-g)‘J2

d4x,

where an integration by parts has been performed and the integrated term discarded
because @ vanishes on the boundary. We have therefore established that all and only

those conjigurations satisfying VET; = 0 are extrema of the action against all variations
that obey the constraints (4.8) and (4.10). c]
It is important to notice that the equation of continuity
Lagrange equations. The only thing implied is
-UV,T@,

= t~V,(nlP)

+ nTUG&S

is not one of the Euler-

= 0,

(4.16)

which, from Eq. (4.15), is often called the conservation of energy equation. A welldetermined system requires some additional, ad hoc specification of the nature of
particle creation. Conventionally no creation is allowed, but one could equally possibly
allow some (e.g., by counting numbers of free particles rather than baryons in nuclear
reactions). Then (4.16) says that the entropy per particle has to change in order to
keep the total energy fixed, since heat flow is forbidden by the form of Ta5. In any case,
once such a law is given, the correct solution extremizes the action among configurations that obey the same law.
It is a remarkable feature of this variational principle that the equations of motion
can be derived via the stress-energy tensor, that is, only using Ag,, . More commonly
field equations are derived directly from the variations of the dynamical fields; then,
as in Section 2, the stress-energy tensor is derived by variation of the metric. The
scalar nature of the Lagrangian proves that the field equations always imply the vanish-
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ing of the covariant divergence of T; but not necessarily vice versa. What makes the
perfect fluid special is that its constraint is that 8 be induced by a Lie-dragging:
requiring the action to be stationary against a Lie-dragging in which the metric is not
dragged (the conventional way one would produce the equations of motion) is equivalent for a scalar Lagrangian to requiring the action to be stationary against a
Lie-dragging in which the metric is dragged but the field variables are not (the usual
way of deriving conservation of TUB).Any constrained variational principle with a
scalar Lagrangian in which the constraint allows only an arbitrary Lie-dragging as a
variation will produce field equations completely equivalent to the equations V,P, ~: 0.
where T”, is the stress-energytensor of that field.
This variational principle is closely related to one given by Hawking and Ellis [ 151
who ignore entropy and impose conservation of particles before the variations are
made. The original variational principle of this sort in relativity was, as far as we can
determine, given by Taub [42], who employed some Lagrange multipliers. A version
of our variational principle that eliminates constraints with Lagrange multipliers
is given in the Appendix, with a discussionof its relation to velocity-potential Lagrnngians.

5. SUPERFLUID

FLOW

Before applying our “minimally constrained” variational principle to the study of
energy extrema in fluids, we pause to point out the physical meaning of the ZUKYXISstraineP principle, which in Section 4b (Eq. 4.5) we introduced as no more than a
foil to be abandoned immediately in favor of the “minimally constrained” principle
of Section 4c. We show in fact that the unconstrained principle is precisely that suited
to describe the zero-entropy motions of a degenerate bose-fluid. In this way we provide
a “deep” reason for the well-known irrotational character of superfluid flow.
According to the path-integral approach to quantum mechanics,the amplitude for a
particle at event x to arrive at event 4’ is the integral over all conceivable paths from
x to J’ of an amplitude proportional to eisja where S is the classical action associated
with the path. The classical law of motion, 6s = 0, amounts here to the observation
that. in the stationary phase approximation, only such a motion contributes to the
I6 Even in this principle, which we are calling in this section “unconstrained,”
the variations are
restricted by the conservation of matter, Eq. (4.6). We feel however that this constraint is irzessmrial
in a way in which the “preservation of particle identity” constraint (Section 4b) is not. One symptom
of this, which perhaps could serve to define “inessentiality,” IS that the unperturbed version of Eq.
(4.6) can be solved locally by expressing p and v in terms of potentials through which Eq. (4.6) becomes
an identity p = V . A, pv = -A + V x B. If we allow ourselves constraints on the unperturbed
fields p, v (but only constraints soluble in this, or in some more appropriate, sense), then we can
treat the variations 6p, 6v as unconstrained within the class of allowable unperturbed fields. The
identity of particles constraint, in contrast, is a restriction on the variations per se, because the class
of allowed perturbations is of necessity smaller than that of unperturbed fields. We would conjecture that it is only constraints of this “essential” kind which invalidate the results derived
for
unconstrained principles in Section 2.
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path integral. Furthermore, by choosing a suitable initial superposition of amplitudes
one can construct a wave-packet which actually follows the classical path, although
the uncertainty principle implies an inevitable smearing of the classical world line
over a radius, at temperature T, of about
AX - A/p N +i/(mkT)‘J”.

Consider now a fluid composed of identical bosons. As long as the interparticle
distance is much greater than this “degeneracy length,” Ax, the particles will behave
(at least between collisions) like distinct individuals, and will have classical paths in the
same sense as an isolated particle does. But when the fluid is so dense that the wavepackets must overlap, such as in He4 below the lambda-point, a description in terms of
separate particle paths no longer makes sense.
In the path integral terms the amplitude to go from a configuration with particles
at x1 . . . xN to one with particles at y, ... y, (N = number of particles in the system) is
a combination of sums, not only over all motions which take a particle at x1 to y1 ,
a particle at x2 to y2 , etc., but also over all motions which take particles at x1 ... xN
to Yl ... yN in any permutation. (For bosons all terms occur with the same sign.)
As before we can argue that only motions which make the total action, S, stationary
will contribute to the sum. When the fluid exceeds the degeneracy density, not only
the usual deformation of world lines with endpoints fixed but also a permutation of
the endpoints themselves represents an infinitesimal variation of the overall path,
against which S must therefore be stationary. We conclude that the coherent motions
of a degenerate bose fluid correspond to motions which extremize the action against
all variations of the particle world lines, including variation of the endp0ints.l’ In
other words, the naive Eulerian approach which led to Eq. (4.7) is actually correct
for degenerate bose fluids, and yields motions for which the fluid as a whole is in a
single quantum state. l8 In particular, by Eq. (4.7) the flow is irrotational.ls
I7 Subject, of course, to appropriate boundary conditions, which for a fluid in a vessel say that
&v) is transverse to the walls and that Sp= 0 at the initial and final times.
I8 By adapting the Eulerian approach to the two-fluid model of liquid helium one produces automatically the correct phenomenological equations. This has been long known but never understood
[19, Section 191. Notice that since the entropy bearing component of He(II), the so-called normal
fluid, represents a nondegenerate gas of phonons and rotons, variations with jixed world line endpoints are appropriate to it. Because London ignores this constraint he gets field equations which
are too restrictive. In particular, Eq. (9) of Section 19 would rule out, say, rigid rotation even of the
normal fluid, which is silly. Despite this error, the equations of motion (12’) and (131, derived by
eliminating the potentials OLand 8, are correct.
Is If we accept, as argued in the hrst footnote in this section, that Theorem 2.2 should apply in the
presence of “inessential” constraints, then we can see directly why the flow must be irrotational.
Otherwise, there would be stationary motions (e.g. rotations) not extremizing the total energy, even
though conservation of mass is the only constraint. In the present case we can make the argument
precise by (1) noting that Theorem 2.2 applies immediately if we choose the potentials mentioned
in the first footnote as basic variables, and (2) noticing that these potentials can be chosen stationary
when the fluid flow itself is stationary. By contrast, the potentials which one introduces to eliminate
the particle-identity constraint (as described in the Appendix) cunn~t be chosen stationary for
stationary flows. This is no doubt due to the “essentiality” of that constraint.
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The relativistic version of Eq. (4.7) can be worked out by varying ‘!JFin the Lagrangian (4.11) subject only to conservation of mass
a,w

= 0.

(5.1)

The equations of motion (found just as in Section 4b) are
V,V” = v,v,

(5.2)

where
(5.3)

VII = ((P + P)h> c’, *

It is thus V, rather than the four-velocity U, which is irrotational, and the four
components of this relation constitute the entire equations of motion. It is possible
that (5. I)-(5.3) describe conditions inside certain neutron stars [30].

6. EXTREMAL

THEOREMS FOR THE PERFECT FLUID

In this section we make the extension of Section 2 to the case of the perfect fluid.
The constraints on the variations of the field variables for the perfect fluid show up in
the extremal theorems as restrictions on the class of perturbations which leave the
energy unchanged to first order. But the theorems we are able to prove turn out to
apply to any stress-energytensor, without restriction on whether it is derivable from
a Lagrangian at all. Besidesthe insight that these extremal theorems give into the
structure of conservation laws, they have considerable interest in astrophysics because
they lead to useful variational principles for the structure of stationary configurations
(Theorem 6.4 below). Moreover, they are a necessaryprerequisite for a discussionof
the stability of solutions, becausestability concerns the second-order changesin energy,
which are only welldefined if the first-order changes vanish. All the results of this
section are derived for general relativity, but the Newtonian versions of the more
important theorems are also given.
(a) Killing Vectors and Conserved Quantities
A discussionof the extremal properties of perfect-fluid solutions must start with the
analog of Eq. (2.16), which we now derive. We consider a variation 6 that drags
5
everything along [, including the boundary of the region of integration. This amounts
to an infinitesimal “change in coordinates,” which leaves the action invariant.
The action has two pieces

So = (l/1679 / R(-g)‘/*
x
SF = - !- p(-g)l/*
x

d4x.

d4x,
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In Section 4 we considered a variation of SF which consisted of a dragging of the fluid
variables holding the metric and boundary fixed. This produced a change

in SF. To this we add the change due to the dragging of the metric holding the
boundary fixed, plus the change due to the variation at the boundary, which defines
the fluid’s Noether operator by analogy with Eq. (2.4) of the unconstrained case.
The result is

Since the symmetric stress-energy tensor is just
w

= -WCP

(-

gY’“>/hd,

the fact that f SF vanishes implies (since f g,, = -f g,, = --2[(,;,,)

Since the equations of motion of the fluid have not been imposed, this equation is an
identity and shows that the symmetric 211, is a Noether operator for the fluid. Using
this in Eq. (6.1), we get the identity

(6.2)

We must add to this the variation of SC from Section 3

where t” is the gravitational Noether operator appropriate to the kind of motion
N@
generated by .$ (as alluded to in Section 3). Combining this with (6.2) gives
- K

1

j, (G”B - 8nTE5)(-g)“”

zzz (t; - (6 + Zy?)
$ ax N

f g,, d4x + jX 2”,&

d4x

da, .

This is the key equation for the problem at hand. We have so far made no assumptions
about P, g,, , or the fluid variables. In fact, Eq. (6.3) is an identity for any stressenergy tensor, not just one describing a perfect fluid, and so many of our results will
apply to general systems. What makes this equation particularly powerful in the case
of the perfect fluid is that the Einstein equations,
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completely determine the dynamics of the system. No extra dynamical equations for
the source of the metric are required because the complete equations for the fluid are

which are a direct consequence of the Einstein equations. This special situation
follows, as discussed in Section 4, from the fact that the constraints permit only
Lie-draggings. Since these constraints are therefore respected by the variations that
led to (6.3). this equation will be particularly well suited to the fluid problem.
The total &momentum
for an asymptotically
regular hypersurface
and vector
field 5 (as defined in Section 3) is

If the initial-value equations are satisfied on 8, then P[t, X’] depends only on the
asymptotic behavior of .$@and the metric, and so (with appropriate 51~ and t’“,.)
determines the total energy, linear momentum, and angular momentum of the spacetime as measured by the orbits of particles at spatial infinity. But Pit, X] may be
calculated for any fields, regardless of whether they satisfy the initial-value equations
or not (and in Section 3 we have verified, for the case of four-momentum,
that it is
independent of the particular asymptotic behavior of the fields). Therefore we shall
use it to define the &momentum of any metric and matter field. Equation (6.3) then
gives the following result.
PROPOSITION
6.1. Let an asymptotically regular vector field be dejined everywlxre
on a manifold that contains matter of compact spatial support.20 Then the total cmomentum on an!* as~wptoticall!~ regular hypersurface Y is conserved (indeperrdenr
of S) if either

(a) the metric and matter satisjj’ Einstein’s equations: or
(b) p is a Killing l’ector of the metric, and the matter’s &rnomentunl
conserved

is local(l.

Proof.
(a) By hypothesis the first term on the left of Eq. (6.3) vanishes; then the
Bianchi identities imply that the second term also vanishes. By arguments used in
Section 3 it follows that P[(, P] does not depend on .Z’. (b) The two assumptions
make the left side of (6.3) vanish, since we have
i$((Q~J

= (-g)‘/y&T*Q

= ( -g)l’ywT*4;,,

by virtue of the fact that 5 is a Killing vector.
P[f, JF] by arguments familiar from Section 2.
2UAs in Theorem 2.2 the compactness restriction is merely
total &momentum
can also be included
without
changing

This again implies conservation
0
the

a convenience.
proposition.

Massless

fields

of finite

of
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This proposition is, again, fully general. It does not require a variational principle
for the matter fields.
The Newtonian version of these results is somewhat more complicated becauseof
the split between time and space. We shall restrict ourselves to perfect fluids and
consider only the energy. In the notation of Section 4, the analog of Eq. (6.3) is

=u (

d3x U + ; pOV2 + p&’ + &

V@ * V@)] ” ,
t1

(6.3N)

where the notation [A]> meansA(t,) - A(t,). This equation is an identity apart from
discarding a spatial divergence, which vanishes if the integral over d3x is taken over all
space. A certain amount of algebra establishesthe following result.
PROPOSITION 6.1N.

The energy of a fluid in a gravitational-field,

E = j d3x( G’ + :pOV2 + pO@+ (lj87r) V@ . V@),
is conserved if either
(a) the @id and field satisfy Newton’s and Euler’s equations plus the entropy
and mass conservation equations; or
(b) the gravitationalfield
is time independent and the energy of the fluid is IocalIy
conserved
W-’ + ip,,V2 + p@) + V . [(&iv” + h + @) p,,Vl = 0. 0
(b) Definition

of a Perturbation

As in Section 2, much more information can be extracted from Eq. (6.3) by
perturbing it. We shall find it useful to define carefully the notion of a perturbation.
We begin with an unperturbed manifold M upon which various fields {Q> are defined.
A perturbation of M consists of a perturbed manifold M’ containing fields {Q’}, plus
a l-l map, e, from M’ onto M.21 This map generates unique maps of the fields {Q’}
into fields {Q,‘} on M. We are only interested in “small” perturbations, which are
those for which {Q,‘} and {Q} differ only “infinitesimally.” We denote by S,Q the
difference Q,’ - Q in M. We work only to first order in S,Q, so that 6, is a derivation.
2*It may not always be necessary or possible to map all of M onto M, for instance if the perturbation grows to develop a horizon and/or a singularity in M’ that does not exist in M. What we
really require is a map of an open region of M’ that contains a Cauchy hypersurface onto a similar
region of M.
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The map e is, of course, to a large extent arbitrary; for infinitesimal perturbations
any infinitesimal change in e to a new mapfwill
leave the perturbations S,Q infinitesimal. Such a change defines a vector field q in M, which carries the image of a point
under e into its image underf. For infinitesimal changes we clearly have
6, = 6, -

&.
‘I

(6.5)

Sometimesthere are physical reasonsfor choosing a certain map. In fluid dynamics
one defines (as we did in Section 4) the Lagrangian (or comoving) map I to carry
the world line of a particle in M’ into that of the “same” particle in M. The derivation
6, induced in M is usually called d. Other maps may also be useful, especially outside
the fluid, where 1 is undefined. If M’ and M are isometric (as in Newtonian gravity)
one may want e to be an isometry.
This discussionhas so far not mentioned coordinates on M and M’, and is therefore
suitable only when the fields Q are tensors or tensor densities. In our work below we
shall have to perturb not only tensor fields but also the integral of the gravitational
Noether operator, ,$ . By Eq. (3.7) however, this integral consists of the integral of
the vector density G,“? (- g)lj4 over a hypersurface plus a two-surface integral of the
coordinate-dependent divergence term in the asymptotically flat region. We shall
always choose our map e to preserve the coordinates in the asymptotic region. but
leave the coordinates free elsewhere. Tn nonrelativistic language, the perturbation
operator 6, is Eulerian at infinity but quite general elsewhere.We shall from now on
drop the subscript e on 6,) but it is important for our later results to realize that
6 is nor necessarily what is conventionally called an Eulerian perturbation.
Cc) General Extremal Theoremfor General Relaticitls
We consider a region X of a manifold with an arbitrary metric, containing a perfect
fluid, and upon which an arbitrary vector field < is defined. We allow the perturbation
to be arbitrary (but infinitesimal), and we define a region X’ of M’ and a field 5 on M’
such that e(3’) :-: X and St = 0 (which latter condition implies that 6 and & commute
5
on M). The first variation of Eq. (6.3) gives the identity

(6.6)
As before, the vanishing of the right-hand side implies conservation of the first
variation of the integral &momentum. We are concerned to determine the conditions
under which this can happen. The analog of Theorem 2.2 is the following.
THEOREM
6.2. Define P[(, X] for asymptotically regular ([, X)
Qf the,following, any two imply the third

(a)

the metric is stationary with respect to [: 4 g,, = 0;

by Eq. (6.3).
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(b) the Einstein equations are satisjed: Ga@- 85-T*” = 0 (with the implication
ToLBiB= 0) wherever 5 # 0:
(c) P[(, X] is an extremum for fixed 5 and any 2 against a/l variations of the
metric and matter fields that vanish on some s?’ and satisfy

S(2fJo;J I? = 0

(6.7)

in the region between X and 2’.
Proof. (a) + (b) 3 (c). By hypothesis the first two terms on the left of Eq. (6.6)
vanish. For any variation 6 of the type contemplated in the theorem, condition (c)
provides a region X bounded by hypersurfaces X and X’ that is like that used in the
proof of Theorem 2.2 and depicted in Fig. I. (The possibility that SP and X intersect
is most easily handled by introducing a third hypersurface Z’” disjoint from them both,
on which the perturbation also vanishes,) We can assume without loss of generality
that 6 is of compact support, since the restriction (6.7) is vacuous outside the fluid
(which is itself of compact spatial support) and since we showed in Section 3 that any
allowable 6 is equivalent on X to one of compact support. Thus the entire left-hand
side of (6.6) vanishes, while (just as in Section 2) the right-hand side reduces to

m5, 21.
(a) + (c) =P (b).
aliowed perturbations

Just as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we get, for any X and all
S,

where we have set, as before, @es = (Gab - 8?rTa6)(-g)lj2. Since Eq. (6.7) is only one
condition on the variations, it can be taken to restrict the variations in the matter
fields, leaving 6g,, free at every point. This implies C@ = 0.
(b) + (c) 2 (a).

As before, we get

for all allowed pairs (X, 6). At any point the free variations Zig,, may be chosen to
make all ten SG? linearly independent; by choosing X to be a small enough neighbor0
hood of that point one concludes that f gmB= 0 there.
The restriction (6.7) allows this theorem to work for any matter fields, while the
unrestricted Theorem 2.2 applies only to fields that have unconstrained variational
principles. The price one pays for this wider scope is a less general result. The present
theorem says onIy that the Einstein equations are satisfied (given stationarity and
extremality), while Theorem 2.2 would imply the matter field equations as well. For
the perfect fluid, of course, any matter field equations would be redundant, and so
Theorem 6.2 is perfectly general in the case we are most interested in.
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Timelike KiBing Vectors

The most important applications of Theorem 6.2 will be to extremize of the energy
of stationary systems. When the system has a killing vector the restriction. Eq. (6.7),
on the variations becomes much more transparent.
LEMMA
6.3. !f the unperturbed metric and stress-energ?
nlotions alorlg ER. so that

tensor are invariant

under

5 g,,j = $ T’,, z- 0.
hut are otherwise arbitrary,
(a) ,for an arbitrary

then
region d the,following

I’ pqxfl&J

is an identit),

dds = ia, (2Pa - ;P”

sg,, Pa) p do,, ;

.‘E

(b)
becomes

lf T,,j is the perfect-fluid stress-energy

(6.8)

tensor, then the surface integral in (a)

(6.9)

which is conventionally

called the momentum per particle.

where the second step follows from the vector density nature of 24o~X3 the third step
from the hypotheses of the lemma, and the final step from the expression for the Lie
derivative of a scalar density. Moreover, since the divergence in the first term in the
last equation depends only on the manifold structure, it commutes with any mapping,
and so commutes with 6. This then proves (a) for any invariant TUB. To find the form
of the surface integral for the perfect fluid, we write
26, = v*9F + P,p(-g)‘/“.
The identity

p = (- VaVBg,B)1/2 implies
s/L = -U~SV,

+ gw‘-sg,,

.
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One can easily use this and the first law of thermodynamics,
Sp = n8,u - nT8S,
to establish (b).

0

This lemma does not assume that the unperturbed Einstein equations are satisfied,
and it is valid for any Killing vector. When the hypotheses of the Lemma are satisfied
we also have

s

x&

(Gas - S.rrT”B)(-g)“2

f 6g,e d4x

1
&[(G”@ - 8rrrTafi)(--g)li2 Sg,,J d4x
1677 sXt

=zzz
I

ar &

(G”@ - 8.rrT”S)(-g)1/2 6gUB&‘ duU .

Then Eq. (6.6) reduces to the very useful form

which is accordingly an identity for any 3Ewhenever g,, and T,, are invariant under 5.
Since we are particularly concerned here with energy, we assume that 5 is timelike
at spatial infinity. We then have, for perfect fluids, the generalization of the Bardeen
[2] Hartle and Sharp [14] variational principles to arbitrary configurations without
any particular spatial symmetries. With suitable modifications the theorem can be
made applicable to any matter fields, and we return to this point later.
THEOREM 6.4. A set (g,e , W, S) invariant under an asymptotically timelike killing
vector 5, is a solution of Einstein’s equations if and only if its integral &momentum
(dejined on any asymptotically regular hypersurface 2 that nowhere is parallel to f,
and which has a normalJield n,) is an extremum against all perturbations in 2 that obey
the following restrictions.

(a)

The number of particles is constant if V& # 0
6Wn, = 0

or

v&p = 0;

(b) the specific entropy is constant 6s = 0;
(c) the perturbation in V, is restricted by
P~JJUisV~ = 0,
where
PB, = a6, - ~8n,/(&2U)
projects vectors along t onto X; and
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(d) if the set (gas, W, S) is invariant under motions along a vector field 7 that
commutes with [(f 7 = 0), then the perturbations are also so invariant. (This applies
in particular,

of course, to p itself.)

Before proving this theorem, we think it would be helpful to make the following
remarks. First, restrictions (a)-(c) are chosen to make the integrand of the surface
integral of Lemma 6.3 vanish, thereby satisfying the restriction on the perturbations
that was necessary in Theorem 6.2. However, the vanishing of this integrand is only
one condition at each point of 2. We have made it three in order to narrow the class
of perturbations
one need consider and, more importantly, to make separate restrictions on what one considers to be physically independent variables: particle number,
entropy, and velocity. We thereby obtain the relativistic versions of exactly the three
counterexamples mentioned in the proof of Theorem 4.1. (Note that restriction (c)
above is the relativistic version of the counterexample that involved adding velocity
parallel to an existing velocity. Because the tensor PB,, projects vectors along t” onto
X, one is forbidden by (c) from adding momentum conjugate to the three-velocity
P,U”.)
Our second remark is that, as will become clear in the proof. restriction Cd)
is only a convenience. The theorem would be true without it, but it is another useful
restriction on the class of perturbations one need consider. Our final remark is that it
is actually permissible for [ to be parallel to 2 on a set of measure zero in %: the
theorem then involves the Einstein equations being satisfied everywhere else, whence
continuity extends it to the awkward
points.
Proof’ of Theorem 6.4. We call the three integrals in Eq. (6.10) I, II, and III.
respectively. We choose 8X to consist of two asymptotically regular hypersurfaces .#’
and X’ and the cylinder at infinity joining them. We let 8 be zero everywhere on
ix except on X, so all the integrals are now restricted to X’. This is the great simplification introduced by assuming a killing vector. One can focus on perturbations
obeying constraints only on the hypersurface whose mass is being perturbed, rather
than in some region X bounded partly by it. Now consider perturbations
obeying
constraints (a)-(c) of the theorem, so that the integrand II vanishes. These are at most
three constraints, which may be satisfied by choosing the five perturbations (6$%x, 6s)
in such a way as to leave 6g,, arbitrary. 22 Since integral III is simply the perturbation
in P[c, 21, it is clear that P[t, Z’] is an extremum if and only if integral I vanishes for
all Qk3 , which will be true if and only if the unperturbed systems satisfy the Einstein
equations. This proves the theorem when the perturbations
obey only restrictions
(a)-(c).
In order to show that the further restriction (d) may be imposed, we need only show
that adding it does not affect the proof that the extremality of P[e. X] implies the
22This involves a mild generality assumption. In fact one can show that there exist situations

whereit isnot possible
to fulfill thesethreeconstraintswhileleavingSg,oarbitrary everywhere,but in
thesecases
therestrictionon Sg,B will probably never occur except on a set of points of X of measure
zero. In any case one can always combine restrictions (a) and (c) into a single one at these points,
therebychoosingSN” and SSin sucha way asto leaveSg,@
arbitrary and still makethe integrand
of II vanish.
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Einstein equations. In the particular case where the invariance 77is a motion off X
(as it is for [), the proof is obviously unaffected, since the values of E SgmB, 6 &Ba, and
& 6S never enter integrals I and II of Eq. (6.10). On the other haid, if tie integral
e
curves of 7 lie in X, or at least in some region U of z?, it is possible to construct
coordinates (x, y, h) in iJ such that curves of constant x and y are integral curves of r).
By hypothesis p and (G orB- 8 nT”B)( -g)lj2 are independent of h, and dgU + dx dy dh,
so integral I of Eq. (6.10) depends only on the integral of 6g,@along h through U. One
loses no generality, then, in taking 6g,, to be a constant in h in that region. Similarly,
integral II can still be made to vanish as before. Therefore the class of allowed perturbations can be required to be invariant under 7 without loss of generality.
0
We will show that the Bardeen [2] variational principle is a special case of this in
the next section. First we give the appropriate Newtonian versions of the important
results. Equation (6.3N) can be written, by discarding spatial divergences, as
t2
dt d”x[(-(1/47r)
st1 I

V2@ + p,,) a,@ + nT L$S

+ (@+ iv” + 4

&+I

+ p,v * &VI = r4:: 9

where & is the total energy integral.
In discussing perturbations of this it is most natural to use the isometric map g
between the perturbed and unperturbed three-spaces, which is unique up to rigid
translations and rotations. This is normally called the Eulerian perturbation, and we
shall call its derivation 6,. Perturbing the above equation when 0, S, p. , and V are
time independent gives
II

@xf(-(1/47r)

V2@ + pO) 8,@ + nT 6,s

+(g+:YP+h)s.po+~~v~~S,v~}-SB]~~-o.

Since the perturbations at t, and t, are independent, this equation gives 66 at any time.
(No subscript is placed on 88 because it is an integral, independent of the mapping.)
A completely general mapping q between the perturbed and unperturbed manifold is
generated from g by Eq. (6.5)
6, = s, - 4,
where ‘1 represents some displacement. The perturbations
found from
6,s = 6,s - q . vs,
with a similar equation for @,

S,vi = &vi - $Vivi - vjV#

of the basic variables are
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and for the density of particles

ukGm

= gYq&J, t- -i- . @“‘l)l,

where g”?, the square root of the determinant of the metric, is the Jacobian of the
transformation from Cartesian coordinates to whatever general coordinates are
being used.Then we can deduce that the change in the total energy. 68 =-=6,& == 6,,8 is

6~2 = [ d3s{(--( 1/h) c3@ +- po) &,@ + nT 6,s
(@ -in ; V” 7 I?) ‘q-“‘“‘6&J,

gl”)

-

I- p,,Vj

(6. ION)

6,V,

p()q . [(V . V)V -

(I ;p()) vp ~- v@];.

This is to be regarded as the analog of Eq. (6.10). It immediately gives [cf. a more
restricted version in Lynden-Bell [22]]
THEOREM 6.40.
gravitational~eld
extremum against

A time-independent
set (@, p,, , S. V) is a solution of’ Newton’s
equation and Euler’s equation lf and only if its total energ!! is an
all stationary perturbations
that obey thejbllowing
restrictions.

qf particles

(a)

The mrmber

(b)

the spec$c

(c)

the velocity perturbation

entropy

is constant

is constant

6,(p,g11z)

=- 0:

6,s == 0;

is perpendicular

to any existing

velocity

Vi

a,, V,

0;

and
!ftheset(@,p,,
I; then the perturbations

S, V) is inrlariant
are also so imariant.

(e) Relation

Variational

(d)

to Bardeen

under motions
0

along a spatial

r:ector jield

Principle

To make explicit the relation of Theorem 6.4 to Bardeen’sresult [2], we consider the
configurations he dealt with: sets (guu, !JP, S) invariant under the asymptotically
timelike killing vector Z/i!t and a commuting axial killing vector i-/a+, and which are
invariant under the reflection (t, 4) - (-t. -4). [Bardeen does not actually mention
this reflection symmetry, but he does use it. It excludes meridional (convective)
circulation. See Carter [47].] Only perturbations that are also reflection-symmetric
will contribute to first-order changes in the mass. Remembering that Vb is usually
called j. the angular momentum per particle, we have proved the following corollary
of Theorem 6.4.
COROLLARY 6.5. (Bardeen [2]).
An axisymmetric,
stationaty,
set (g,,, , 91,‘. S)
inrariant
under (t, 4) reflection satisfies Einstein’s equations jf and only> if its integral
mass is an extremum
against all axisymmetric,
momentarily
stationar?,,
rejlectioninvariant perturbations
that preserve particle
number, entrap>). and specific angular
momentum.
CT

What does it mean that the perturbation be axisymmetric and momentarily
stationary? Axisymmetry means that the function 6gason the unperturbed manifold
M be independent of 4. This meansthat the metric g& of M’ must also be axisymmetric.
with a Killing vector ?/&#I’ which is mapped by e into E/a+. Similarly, stationarity im-
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plies the existence on M’ of a Killing vector a/at’ which is mapped into a/at. Thus,
given an acceptable map e, another one e’ can be obtained by translation along a vector
in M orthogonal to a/at and a/a4 (cf. Eq. (6.5)). In Bardeen’s language, this is the
freedom to move “rings” of the fluid around. These maps are not Lagrangian maps,
which carry integral curves of the fluid’s four-velocity into one another, as the following argument shows. The four velocity U is a linear combination of a/at and a/a+,
so we need only consider the map of the subspace (a/at’, a/84’) into (a/at, a/a+). This
map is completely determined by the requirement that it map certain integral curves
oft’ and 4’ into those oft and $. It will generally not map the integral curves of another
vector field U’ on M’ into those of any given U on M, unless U’ is proportional to the
samelinear combination of a/at’ and a/a+’ as that which U is of a/at and a/a+. This
happens only if the angular velocity is not perturbed. But the angular velocity will
inevitably be perturbed in order to keep the angular momentum the same, so an acceptable map e in Corollary 6.5 cannot be Lagrangian.
Notice that in the present case, specification of the metric on M’ and the map e
completely determines the perturbation of all the fluid variables. This is because the
reflection symmetry allows only 6%~ and 6%” and SS to be nonzero, while the three
constraints of Theorem 6.4 determine 6W (= 0), SW, and 6s (= 0) in terms of
6gaB, once e is given. From this point of view, 6gmBis the only free variable. Bardeen
identifies free variables differently in order to make a formal analogy with the
Newtonian treatment. First he establishes an “Eulerian”
map g which preserves a
certain gauge condition on the metric, and which is different from the maps we
consider above, calling S,g,, the “metric perturbation.” He then obtains one of our
maps e related to g by a vector field, whose two components are orthogonal to a/at
and a/&$ and provide the two remaining degrees of freedom. These variables would
have to be supplemented in order to apply the variational principle to axisymmetric
stationary systems that lack the reflection symmetry, where there are more free
perturbations than just 6,g,, .
(f) General Remarks
Theorem 6.4 provides a variational approach to the construction of stationary
stellar models that lack the symmetries that have usually been assumed, in particular
nonaxisymmetric solutions like the Dedekind ellipsoids and their relativistic counterparts, if they exist. It may, in particular, give an efficient method for getting approximate solutions, which may then be refined by the self-consistent field methods used
lately on axisymmetric models (e.g. Ostriker and Bodenheimer [26], Butterworth and
Ipser [6]). In using this method one loses no generality by restricting oneself to
perturbations that solve the initial-value equations, since an extremal solution does in
fact satisfy them. But such a restriction may not be calculationally efficient, and is not
necessary for the method to work.23
a3As Friedman and Schutz [12] have shown, a stable star in general relativity is a minimum of the
energy among all nearby momentarity stationary configurations that do satisfy the initial-value
constraints. By allowing configurations that do not satisfy the constraints, one loses minimality but
retains extremality of the integral mass we have defined.
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Theorem 6.4 also gives interesting insight into the ways in which the mass of a
stationary solution can be changed to first order, and the effect of such changes.
COROLLARY 6.6. The integral massof a stationary solution can be changed to first
order only by changing the number of particles N, the specific entropy S, or the spec$ic
momentum V conjugate to the existing velocity. The resulting changesin the massarez4

(a) addition of a singleparticle at constant S and V, : SM = -pUIj,p.
SE = (CD+ $V2 + h)m, where m is the massof the particle.]

[Newtonian:

(b) Addition of specljic entropy 6s to a fluid element containing N particles, at
constant N and V, (i.e., adding total entropy NgS): 6M = TN8S(&qJ/(U%,) where n,
is normal to the hypersurface. [Newtonian: 6E = NT&S.]
(c) Addition of spec@icmomentum 6 V, to a jluid element containing N particles.
at constant N and S (i.e., adding total momentuinN8VJ: 6M = N(P0”Ua8Vu)(‘~“n,)/
( UYt~,,). When n, = (1, 0, 0, 0) and p = (1, 0, 0, 0) this is 6M = N Ui8 Vi/U”.
[Newtonian: 6E = 171NV. 6V.l
Proqf: These expressions follow in a straightforward manner from expressions
(6.6), (6.9). and Theorem 6.4 [in the Newtonian case, from (6.10N)]. One needsto use
the fact that the number of particles in a fluid element is dN =L ‘SUda, (Newtonian:
dN z= pod3x/m). 0
A few comments are in order. From (a) one can call -pU,$ the injection energy at
constant specific entropy and specific momentum. Thorne [44], discussingconvection
in rotating stars, defined the injection energy to be p(pn,)/( U%J. The difference
between our definition and his is that his injection processholds the total momentum
of the star constant, rather than the specific momentum of the fluid element. (One may
expect that Thorne’s definition is better suited than ours to a discussionof convection
on stars.) Tt is easy to derive his injection energy from ours, sincethe specific momentum of an element containing N particles must change by SV, = - VJN upon addition of a single particle at constant total momentum. Then combining (a) and (c)
gives 6M = -(U”V,)(~nJ/(U%,),
which is the sameas Thome’s when the definition
of V, is used. [The Newtonian analog of Thorne’s injection energy is m(@ - 1 V’ + h).]
This corollary gives the changesin the integral massP[f, S-P]. This is the change in
the total masswhen the region &’ over which the integral is taken has only one boundary, at spatial infinity, as we have assumedthroughout this paper. But if it had an
inner boundary (for instance at the horizon of a black hole) then Corollary 6.6 would
give the change in the difference between the surface integrals on the boundaries
(cf. Eq. (3.10)). If the inner boundary were a black-hole horizon, then the change in
the surface integral on it should give the change in the black-hole’s
&momentum
(though

we have not yet explicitly

verified

this).

Then

one would

recover

the mass-

24 In comparing the Newtonian and relativistic expressions one must bear in mind that we have
found it convenient to let p be the relativistic enthalpy per particle (having dimensions of energy)
while h is nonrelativistic enthalpy per unit mass (having dimensions of velocity squared). This
accounts for the extra factor of m in the Newtonian expressions for (a) and (c).
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formula of Bardeen, Carter and Hawking [3]. Note, however, that the BardeenCarter-Hawking result was proved only for stationary perturbations, while Corollary
6.6 applies to any perturbation.
The extension of Theorem 6.4 to general matter fields relies on part (a) of Lemma
6.3. As long as this constraint permits free variations of the gw8the theorem will still
be valid. But, as remarked in connection with Theorem 6.2, one will conclude from
extremality of the &momentum
only that the Einstein equations are satisfied; for
general systems this does not necessarily imply the matter field equations. A partial
illustration
of this is, in fact, provided by the Newtonian version, Eq. (6,lON):
Newton’s field equation does not imply Euler’s equations. We still get Euler’s
equations from the variational principle because we demand extremality of the energy
against all translations of the fluid elements as well as all perturbations in place.
(Compare Eq. (6.1ON) with the version before it involving only 6, .) In general relativity this distinction between “translations” and “in place” perturbations is not well
defined, so the relativistic version automatically incorporates these general variations
as a result of its coordinate-invariance.
APPENDIX:

PERFECT-FLUID

POTENTIALS

According to Theorem 4.1, it is impossible to construct an unconstrained variational
principle for the perfect fluid in the Eulerian variables. Therefore one is forced either
to constrain the variations or to introduce non-Eulerian variables. The approach
using constraints was dealt with thoroughly in Section 4. We consider that using
constraints keeps the principle closest to the underlying physics, which is a great
advantage in Section 6. But the specialist may wish to look at the alternative approach
of introducing potentials, which has in the past decade led to some interesting formalisms for dealing with the equations of hydrodynamics.
We can keep the variations in ‘%a and S completely free by introducing Lagrange
multipliers for the constraints. For simplicity we will assume that we are interested
only in perfect fluids that obey conservation of particle number, and hence of entropy.
There are two constraints. The entropy constraint may be expressed as
wa,s

= 0.

(Al)

The other constraint is the preservation of particle identity, as discussed in Section 4.
The way to introduce this was first suggested by Lin [39]. Briefly, one defines three
functions X, Y, and Z, which are considered to be particle labels. These labels are
then preserved by the motion of the fluid, so that the boundary conditions 8X = 6 Y =
SZ = 0 on ax prevent one from varying the endpoints of the world lines
wa,x

Using a Lagrange multiplier
ian

= wa,y

= wa,z

= 0.

(-42)

for each constraint we obtain the unconstrained Lagrang-

21 = p(-g)1/2 + ewa,s +

Aiwaolx

+ Bwaay+

cwaoz.

643)
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This cumbersome expression can be simplified somewhat by making use of Pfaff’s
theorem (cf. Schutz [34]). One can see that by varying A, X, etc. independently in
(A3) we will find them all conserved along CJ*. They are therefore only functions of
three “spatial”
variables. In particular, one can therefore express A, B, and C as
functions of .Y, Y, and Z. For such a set of functions, Pfaff’s theorem says there always
exist three other functions a(X, Y, Z), p(X, Y, Z), and $(X, Y, Z) such that
/4(X, Y. Z) nx + B(X, Y, Z) dY + c(‘x.

Y, Z) cl2 = A$

d/3.

(A4)

This transformation
seems first to have been used by Clebsch [9]. It enables Lin’s
constraint to be simplified in the Lagrangian to

2' = p(-g)l/" + ewa,s f ws,+ + mig.

(A5)

Holding the metric fixed, we use Eqs. (4.13) and (4.15) to obtain the Euler-Lagrange
equations
6W: -/.a,
+ a,+ + 02,s -t !Xil$ = 0;
(A6a)
6s: n(-g)““T

- aJesP)

= 0:

68.* $waas = 0;
84: a,w I 0:

(A6b)
(A6c)
(A6d)

6a: %Qq3 = 0;

(A6e)

sp: a,(LYw)

(A60

=: 0.

These are identical to the “velocity-potential
equations” derived by Schutz [34], and
equivalent to those of Schmid [32]. They were first derived in Newtonian form by
Seliger and Whitham [37]. They are completely equivalent to Eqs. (4.1) (cf. Schutz
[341).
How do Eqs. (A6) embody the constraints ? The entropy contraint comes out
explicitly in (ARC), but the Lin constraints come out apparently only on u: and ,8 in
(A6e) and (A6f). However, conservation of particles comes out explicitly in (A6d)
even though it was not put in explicitly. This is effectively the third Lin constraint,
since conservation of particles is implied by preservation of the identity of particles.
PfatT’s transformation
has, therefore, put the constraints in a slightly more convenient (or at least economical) form. We could have taken the multiplier form of the
constraints to be
-+a,%~

+ cm~,p.

(A7)

which differs from their form in (A5) by a divergence. In this form it appears as if
conservation of particles and onfy one of Lin’s constraints is needed. This has given
rise to remarks in Eckart [IO] and Serrin [39] that mysteriously only one Lin constraint
seems to be needed, not the three in (A2). But this remark is erroneous, because it
forgets that conservation of particles, which follows from Lin’s constraints, is also
needed in (A7). The proper point of view is that all three of Lin’s constraints are in
(A7), but expressed economically via Pfaff’s theorem.
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of U”,

VW, = -1,
provide an equation for 4

uaaa$ = -+

6481

It is perhaps interesting that the value of the Lagrangian 2’ in (A5) is, via (A6) and
WV,

2’ = p(-g)V

- np(-g)V

= -p(-g)V.

649)

Although the value off!’ is irrelevant to its extremal properties, this equation suggests
that the pressure could also serve as the Lagrangian. This is, in fact, the case: Seliger
and Whitham [37], Schmid [32], and Schutz [34] all use p as their Lagrangians. In
these approaches, Eq. (A6a) is assumed as the general form of Ua (cf. Schutz [34]
for proof of its generality) and all the other equations are derived by varying p( -g)1/2
with respect to 4, OL,/3, 9, and S. The flux ?P is not even a variable, since its EulerLagrange equation is assumed a priori; these approaches are, then, the purely potential alternative to the constrained version in Section 4.
The potential 0, incidentally, has a long history, which has been traced by Schmid
[32]. Van Dantzig [46] called it the “thermasy” and the naffle has stuck. In the interesting canonical approach of Grosjean [13], the thermasy is used as a canonical time,
whose conjugate momentum, the effective Hamiltonian, is the entropy. This conjugate
relationship between the pairs (0, S) and (cu,fi) is a striking feature of the potential
version of hydrodynamics. In the case of the rotating star [35, 361, the potential /3 is
the comoving angular coordinate 4 - Qnt, while (Yis the momentum conjugate to it:
the angular momentum per particle in the fluid.
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